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Hybrid Analysis Tools for Computer Systems Education

Eric Williamson

(ABSTRACT)

To learn about computer operating systems, students at Virginia Tech implement a command-line shell in their Computer Systems course. Successfully implementing the shell requires a deep understanding of operating system abstractions and interactions. Students often struggle with the project because subtle errors can take hours to debug.

In this work, we developed two hybrid domain-specific analysis tools to pinpoint the root causes of student errors: EshMD and ShellTrace. The EshMD tool models common errors in the shell and checks the student code against those models. To accomplish this, it monitors the specific calls the program is making and correlates those with expected changes in its environment. Students’ errors are shown directly in the source code. The concept of EshMD can be applied to other programming projects by observing and modeling common bugs during implementation.

The ShellTrace tool dynamically creates a specification from a reference solution based on how the reference solution makes use of operating system resources and then uses this specification to check that a student solution is functionally identical. The ShellTrace concept can be applied to other programs that exhibit similar resource dependencies.

We deployed these tools in an undergraduate computer systems class and evaluated our tools based on the number of bugs detected and the students’ perceptions of usefulness. We found that the tools detected a significant number of bugs and that the majority of students that made use of the tools found them valuable in debugging their submissions.
Hybrid Analysis Tools for Computer Systems Education

Eric Williamson

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

To learn about computer operating systems, students at Virginia Tech implement a command-line shell in their junior-level Computer Systems course. A command-line shell is a computer program that allows the user of a computer to run other programs by typing in the program names. The command-line shell will then run those programs on the user’s behalf. The command-line shell project requires students to understand and use the abstractions that the underlying operating system provides to a computer program. Students often struggle with the project because subtle errors in their implementation can take hours to address.

In this work, we developed two analysis tools to pinpoint the root cause of student errors: EshMD and ShellTrace. The EshMD tool models common errors in the command-line shell and checks the student code against those models. Students’ errors are shown by directly pointing to the error locations in their code.

The ShellTrace tool dynamically creates a project specification from a solution written by the course staff and checks that a student solution meets the specification. Generating from the staff solution allows checking the student solution without having to encode the specific project requirements into the tool itself.

We deployed these tools in an undergraduate computer systems class and evaluated our tools based on the number of errors detected and the students’ perceptions of usefulness. We found that the tools detected a significant number of errors and that the majority of students that made use of the tools found them valuable in finding and fixing the errors in their submissions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The operating system (OS) is the link between user programs and the hardware they make use of. An OS provides abstractions to represent and interact with the resources it controls. Understanding the OS is essential to writing robust and scalable code that takes full advantage of the underlying hardware. As part of their undergraduate education, students of Computer Science must understand operating system concepts related to the creation and management of programs running on the OS, communication between programs, and the concurrent execution of programs. In addition to learning concepts, students are expected to be familiar with how OS abstractions are presented via a system call API. For instance, in the Linux OS, running programs are represented as processes and their communication with each other and outside devices is managed through file descriptors.

To learn these concepts and their representation in existing operating systems, students in the computer systems course at Virginia Tech (CS 3214) are expected to implement a control program called a command line shell, which serves as a user interface to the machine. The shell takes user input to determine which programs to run and executes them on the user’s behalf.

The shell project requires students to make use of Linux’s interfaces to create processes and manage and inform the user of those processes’ progress. Implementing this functionality requires an understanding of the lifecycle of processes as well as using interprocess communication mechanisms. Students are expected to implement their shell within an environment
in which processes may execute arbitrary user commands concurrently on multiple processors. After successfully implementing the shell students will have gained a deep, hands-on understanding of process management, interprocess communication, and process-level concurrency.

1.1 Motivation

The shell project provides several unique challenges for undergraduate students. In response to user input, the student’s shell implementation must make an intricate sequence of system calls to create processes and manage their execution and communication. Although students had to write code in previous courses that made use of encapsulated libraries such as the standard libraries of a programming language, the system call API is the first API many students encounter in which making such calls affects both the state of external entities as well as the state and control flow of the calling processes themselves. To build a robust shell, students must reason about not only the shell process they implement but also the child processes created by the shell and the system objects with which they interact.

For instance, in Linux, a child process is created by cloning an existing parent process when the parent process calls the fork system call. Students must correctly identify the parent and the child process to properly set up the child to execute the program of interest. Cloning the current process can cause confusion for some students as both processes will return from fork and will continue the execution of the shell’s code as separate processes before branching into their respective roles as parent and child process.

In the implementation of the shell, students must create and manage file descriptors to facilitate interprocess communication. Interprocess communication is used to create pipelines of processes in which the output of one process is passed to the input of the next process.
Improper management of these file descriptors can lead to difficult to debug errors such as child processes failing to terminate or output data being lost or not accessible.

Because the shell is expected to allow the user to interact with arbitrary programs in a concurrent environment, misunderstandings of the semantics of system calls or their interaction with the environment can lead to errors whose symptoms do not point directly to the root cause. In this work, we provide automated tools that detect and report these errors in student solutions. Informative error detection can help students understand the implications of their mistakes.

Automated tools have been shown to be successful in industry. Developers use both static tools such as linters and Coverity [6] as well as dynamic tools such as Google’s Sanitizers [36, 38]. These tools are general purpose and geared toward professionals who have an understanding of the complex interactions their code can have with the operating system but do not capture the specific bug patterns present in the shell project. By developing domain specific tools that embed knowledge of common bug patterns we have observed, we can help students understand the underlying reasons for their code’s failure and pinpoint the root cause.

1.2 Core Contributions

Our contributions lie in the two domain specific analysis tools we developed: EshMD and ShellTrace. These tools analyze the system calls and other calls and assignments performed by the shell process and the child processes spawned by the shell to ensure that the student solution produces the expected functionality. We identified common student errors and questions related to improper API usage and misunderstandings of operating system semantics through both anecdotal evidence and studying bugs in past course offerings. We built a
web-based interface and integrated it into the course website to display results of the tools, including the location of errors in the codebase and an explanation of why the exhibited behavior is considered an error.

After providing these tools to students, we evaluated their effectiveness during the course. We counted and examined the bugs each of the tools detected and the students’ comments on the tools after the submission of their project. The results of the bug detection statistics and student feedback indicate that the analysis tools detected many common student bugs and that many students found the tools useful in their debugging process. Students also provided feedback on the parts of the tools they found confusing, which could be used to improve the tools in future deployments.

1.3 Roadmap

In Chapter 2, we discuss general analysis concepts and provide the necessary background to understand the types of bugs commonly seen in the shell project. Chapter 3 discusses the EshMD tool, the categories of bugs it detects, and how it is implemented. Chapter 4 similarly discusses the ShellTrace analysis tool and establishes its differences from EshMD. In Chapter 5, we evaluate the effectiveness of both of the tools when deployed in an undergraduate computer systems class. Chapter 6 gives perspective on related works and this works’ place. Chapter 7 looks at possible routes for expanding this research and Chapter 8 concludes our work.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Program Analysis

This section outlines the types of analyses that can be performed on a program. We discuss two types of analysis: static analysis and dynamic analysis, both of which are used in EshMD and ShellTrace.

Program analysis is an automated way to assess the behavior of a program. It can be used to assess the reliability, performance, or presence of bugs in a program. We focus on analyses that detect the presence of bugs. The terms soundness and completeness are commonly used to describe the guarantees provided by an analysis. A sound analysis will never have a false negative, meaning that it will always report an error if there exists an error. A complete analysis will never have false positives, meaning that it will never report an error in the program that is not present. An analysis can be made trivially sound by always reporting an error, and trivially complete by never reporting an error, thus the challenge lies in being both sound and complete.

2.1.1 Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis is a type of program analysis that is performed by executing a program and identifying and collecting statistics about events of interest. Dynamic analysis can be used
for monitoring the validity of program invariants, for profiling the performance of a program, for feedback-driven optimization of just-in-time compiled programs [3], or for detecting bugs such as the misuse of existing APIs.

Dynamic analysis tools can collect events of interest by executing the code in a virtual machine that monitors events, or by instrumenting code with added monitoring capabilities. The analysis can be performed during the execution of the program or at a later point based on a generated event trace. Our use of dynamic analysis instruments the code during the compilation phase in order to minimize the overhead relative to uninstrumented execution.

Because dynamic analysis considers only the specific set of executions during which the program is run, for bug finding purposes the program must be run on a broad set of representative inputs to increase the chance of finding invariant violations or API misuses. We make use of dynamic analysis both in EshMD and ShellTrace and use an extensive test suite provided to the students to give a variety of inputs to the students’ shells.

2.1.2 Static Analysis

Static analysis is a program analysis technique that is performed without running the program. Instead, either the source code, intermediate code, or object code is analyzed. Static analysis is commonly used by the compiler to perform type checking as well as to optimize the generated code. Outside of the compiler, static analysis has been used for a variety of purposes, including bug finding and ensuring adherence to coding style guidelines and best practices. In this work, we use static analysis to reason about the program states that result from bugs in API usage that stem from students’ misunderstandings of API semantics.

Static analysis can analyze execution paths even when these paths would be executed only in special cases. This approach allows rare bugs to be detected even when there is a low
probability of their occurrence during normal execution or if they require a specially crafted input to trigger.

One static analysis method is symbolic execution [7, 11, 28] which represents the program variables as symbolic values and the program expressions as symbolic expressions. A symbolic value represents the set of all possible values a variable can take on at a given point during the program’s execution. Program expressions can be interpreted symbolically as well to compute the sets of values an expression can take on. When combined with boolean predicates, symbolic expressions constrain the symbolic values of variables. A state in symbolic execution represents the current set of symbolic values and the symbolic expressions that refer to them. The execution of the program is simulated by creating and updating symbolic expressions using the program’s syntax to generate a new state. If a program encounters a conditional if-statement symbolic execution creates two states, one that “takes” the branch and the other that does not, with updated constraints for each.

Since each conditional branch creates two states, a series of \( n \) conditional branches could lead to \( 2^n \) possible states, resulting in an exponential number of states in a program. The resulting state explosion [9] can make it infeasible to explore all possible states. For this reason, implementations of symbolic execution typically limit the number of states explored, resulting in false negatives when states that correspond to bugs are left unexplored.

2.2 LLVM

LLVM is a compiler infrastructure project that provides a set of technologies that support compiling a variety of programming languages [29, 30, 31]. LLVM has been used in a variety of academic research projects as well as in industry. It provides an easy-to-reason-about intermediate representation of the code and a defined API that permits analysis tools to be
When a C program goes through the LLVM pipeline, it first is read in by a front-end such as Clang [1] that builds an internal representation of the code (called an abstract syntax tree) and produces an intermediate representation for the subsequent compilation phases. A number of LLVM back-end passes then read that intermediate representation, perform optimizations, and produce machine code to be run. LLVM controls the execution of these passes automatically.

For this work, we focus on two specific program representations used in the LLVM framework: the abstract syntax tree representation and the LLVM intermediate representation.

### 2.2.1 Abstract Syntax Tree

An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a tree structure that represents the syntactic structure of a program. Each node represents a construct in the source language such as a conditional or a loop statement. The AST can be traversed to simulate execution or to look at certain properties of the program. Compared to using source code directly, using the AST simplifies analysis because the AST does not contain unnecessary information about the program’s concrete syntax, such as punctuation (i.e., semicolons at the end of statements or parentheses to group expressions) or delimiters (whitespace between operators).

### Clang Static Analysis

Clang [1] provides a static analyzer that performs analysis on the AST to detect and report potential program bugs. It includes several built-in checkers that detect common generic bug patterns such as passing uninitialized values to functions and null pointer dereferences. We make extensive use of the Clang static analyzer framework in EshMD by adding checkers
that model system calls of interest to identify paths that match bug patterns for the shell project.

Clang’s built-in static analyzer performs a path sensitive analysis \cite{15} as it traverses a path in the AST, using the symbolic execution approach discussed in Section 2.1.2. This analysis traverses the nodes of the AST and computes the sets of possible values that each variable or expression can take on an individual path. Since these sets can be very large, they are represented as sets of ranges where possible. The analyzer’s built-in modules model arithmetic operations and perform the proper constraint evaluation on conditional branches.

Our bug checkers interact with these existing modules to model the effects of specific function calls, such as by adding constraints associated with the return values of these functions (e.g. `fork()` may return -1, 0, or a number greater than 0 to signal failure, return in the child process, and return in the parent process, as will be discussed in Section 2.3.1). Consequently, no additional logic for propagating these values along subsequent analysis paths is required.

### 2.2.2 LLVM Intermediate Representation

The LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR) is a strongly typed programming language that serves multiple purposes. In addition to being the compiler’s in-memory representation that supports analysis, optimization, and code generation, it be converted into a human-readable assembly language for debugging and visualization \cite{2}. LLVM IR is particularly suitable for static analysis passes because it maintains complete type information, including the types of pointers.

LLVM IR uses static single assignment (SSA) form \cite{13}, which requires that every variable be defined and assigned exactly once. Using SSA form simplifies the record keeping for analyses such as optimizations because all uses of a specific definition are explicit. When
there is a branching instruction and corresponding join point in the control flow graph, the \( \phi \)-instruction is used to select a value at the join point based on the branches taken.

Variables in LLVM IR are separate from the registers of the underlying machine. There is no limit on the number of variables that can be defined in an IR program, making it possible to add variables and expressions simply by creating new variable names.

Figure 2.1 shows a function that produces a value \( x \) that depends on the result of a function call. The corresponding LLVM IR can be found in Figure 2.2. The variable \( stdin \) is loaded in line 2 and stored into the variable \%1. On line 3 is a call instruction that executes the \( fgetc(...) \) function with \%1 as a parameter and stores the result in \%2. The result is then used in the icmp instruction that compares \%2 to 7 and stores the resulting boolean value which is of type \( i1 \) into \%3. The next instruction is a select instruction that will select either the 6 or 5 immediate based on \%3. The select instruction is a special case of the \( \phi \) instruction where there are only two predecessors that influence the value chosen. The result of select \%4 will be returned by the ret instruction.

```c
#include <stdio.h>
int main() {
    int x = 5;
    if (fgetc(stdin) > 7) {
        x++;  
    }
    return x;
}
```

Figure 2.1: Simple function reading user input in C

**Instrumenting LLVM IR**

For our work, we instrument the LLVM IR generated when compiling a student project by adding in additional instructions. The SSA nature of LLVM IR allows us to access the
2.3 Linux Abstractions

Because the shell project is implemented for the Linux operating system, this section discusses the abstractions and interfaces provided by Linux for creating and managing user

```
define i32 @main() {
  %1 = load %struct._IO_FILE*, %struct._IO_FILE** @stdin, align 8
  %2 = tail call i32 @fgetc(%struct._IO_FILE* %1)
  %3 = icmp sgt i32 %2, 7
  %4 = select i1 %3, i32 6, i32 5
  ret i32 %4
}
```

Figure 2.2: Simple function reading user input in LLVM IR

```sql
define i32 @main() {
  %1 = load %struct._IO_FILE*, %struct._IO_FILE** @stdin, align 8
  %2 = tail call i32 @fgetc(%struct._IO_FILE* %1)
  %3 = icmp sgt i32 %2, 7
  %4 = select i1 %3, i32 6, i32 5
tail call void @track_fgetc(i32 %2, %struct._IO_FILE* %1)
ret i32 %4
}
```

Figure 2.3: Simple function reading user input in LLVM IR with instrumentation

exact parameters and return values of call instructions using the name of the associated IR variable, without being concerned about the values being changed as the program continues its execution. SSA form preserves these values, alleviating the need for making copies in the instrumentation. Using LLVM, we inserted calls into the program that record information about memory accesses and call instructions of interest. For example, consider the instrumentation shown in Figure 2.3 that calls an instrumentation function `track_fgetc` with the parameter and return value of `fgetc` on line 6. The variables that correspond to the parameter and return value can be directly passed into the function.
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processes as well as for facilitating communication between processes and the user, file system, and other programs.

2.3.1 Processes

In Linux, a process represents a program that is being run on the operating system. Each process has a unique identifier called a PID.

The \texttt{fork} system call creates a process. When a process calls \texttt{fork}, a new child process is created as a duplicate of the calling (parent) process. Many resources are duplicated, including the file descriptors, signal handlers, and memory.

During its lifetime, a process can be in a variety of states depending on its behavior.

Process States

- **Running** The process is either currently executing instructions or is able to execute instructions. For each CPU, the operating system’s scheduler will select a process from among the processes in the \textbf{Running} state and execute it on the CPU.

- **Sleeping** The process is waiting for an event before it can execute instructions. The process may be sleeping as a result of a system call while it waits for the underlying hardware to process a request if the underlying device is much slower than the CPU.

- **Stopped** The process has been stopped and will not resume execution until it is sent a signal to do so. This process could have been stopped by another process sending a \texttt{SIGSTOP} signal or the operating system itself may have stopped the process if it detected a condition that would prevent further execution.
Processes finish execution by either calling `exit` or if the operating system or another process sends a signal that results in the termination of the process. For instance, delivery of the `SIGKILL` signal will terminate the specified process.

Signals (i.e., `SIGCHLD`) are also used to notify a process (such as the students’ shell process) of when a child process has terminated or changed its process state. Since such events can occur at any time, the operating system may deliver those signals asynchronously with respect to the receiving process. A process may delay the receipt of the signal or block the receipt altogether to create critical sections of code during which pending signals are not delivered.

A user of a shell issues commands to start jobs which are composed of one or more processes. The students’ shell implementation thus must maintain the current set of processes started by the shell until these processes terminate. In particular, it must inform the user when processes under its control transition to and from the Stopped state. Implementing job management in this manner requires bookkeeping on all of the created processes and managing the notifications when processes change state. Students will have to handle the `SIGCHLD` signal that notifies a process that one of its children has changed state such as when it stopped or terminated.

### 2.3.2 File Descriptors

A file descriptor is a handle to an input and/or output stream for a device or device-like abstraction managed by the operating system. File descriptors can refer to a variety of streams such as those representing files in the file system, a user’s terminal, a network socket, or an interprocess communication channel. The descriptor is opened by a system call such as `open`, `pipe`, or `socket` and will eventually be closed by the `close` system call or when the
Chapter 2. Background

owning process terminates. In between the opening and closing of a file descriptor a number of operations can be performed. It is possible to read and write from the file descriptor (and thereby reading from and writing to the underlying device the descriptor represents) and to create aliases by making copies of the file descriptor. Before a file descriptor is opened and after it has been closed, no operations can be performed on it.

Since the same abstractions are provided for any file descriptor, processes do not have to be aware of the underlying specifics of the stream(s) they are using. By convention, the file descriptors with numbers 0, 1, and 2 are reserved as the standard input, standard output, and standard error output streams, respectively. The operating system allows file descriptors to be redirected, or revectored, by using the `dup2` system call. If the standard file descriptors are redirected to point to a different stream (perhaps standard output is redirected to a network socket), then the program will read from and write to the network connection represented by the socket instead. The convention is useful as it allows any program that makes use of standard I/O to work transparently even with devices that did not exist when the program was being developed.

To implement command pipelines and I/O redirection in their shell, students must understand how to redirect the standard file descriptors of the processes their shell creates.

### 2.3.3 Interprocess Communication via Pipes

The Linux operating system provides unidirectional pipes as a bounded buffer abstraction for interprocess communication. Pipes are primarily used by a shell to connect the output of one process to the input of another process, forming a pipeline of processes [33].

By creating all of the processes in a pipeline, the processes can self-regulate their rate of progress. As a pipe is of bounded length, a process that is producing output faster than the
subsequent process will be blocked once the amount of data written has hit the limit of the pipe. Consequently, the subsequent process can use more of the OS’s resources, increasing its rate of progress until the pipe is no longer full.

A pipe is created through the pipe system call. This system call produces two file descriptors where one can be read from and one can be written to. When used in conjunction with the fork system call, the pipe file descriptors are shared between processes. The dup2 system call is used to change the standard output of one process to point to the write end of the pipe and the standard input of another process to point to the read end of the pipe. Once the pipeline has been set up, the processes run concurrently, reading from and writing to their assigned pipes.

2.4 Features of a Shell

In this section, we will discuss the main requirements of the shell project. By understanding the requirements, we can better understand the errors made by students.

2.4.1 Jobs and Pipelines

A pipeline is a sequence of commands that are separated by the pipe (|) symbol where the output of one command is used as the input to the next. These pipelines must be created by the shell so that the data correctly flows between the individual commands and the entire pipeline is treated as a single job.

To create a pipeline, the student shell will make use of pipes (discussed in Section 2.3.3) by revectoring the standard input and output file descriptors of the processes in the pipeline.
2.4.2 Command Line Parsing

The shell must read the input given on the command line and parse it into an actionable form. Since the emphasis of the project is not on developing a parser, we give the students a base level of code that handles this parsing process for them and places the input into data structures. Students must learn to traverse these given data structures and use the information stored to perform the requested actions.

The data structures produced by the parser conceptually form a list of lists. For each line that is passed in, the parser produces an instance of a `esh_command_line` struct. This command line contains a list of `esh_pipeline` structs which represent the commands that are part of the same job. Each command is represented by an `esh_command` struct. As an example, the breakdown of the raw command line “sleep 10 &; echo hi | rev” is shown in Figure 2.4. This command will launch two jobs, first the command “sleep 10” in the background and then “echo hi | rev” in the foreground, shown by two separate pipelines (or jobs) with one and two `esh_command` structs as their children, respectively.
2.4.3 Job Control

The shell must provide a job control mechanism to manage all of the currently running jobs for the user. Jobs may be considered foreground or background jobs depending on whether the user currently waits for their completion or not. Job control requires being able to monitor the state changes through which both foreground and background jobs go. Jobs that run in the background should be cleaned up in a timely manner once they have terminated, and jobs that have been stopped must be able to be resumed.

The students must implement the following built-in commands that can be executed on the jobs that the shell manages. Each of these requires managing which jobs are currently executing and sending the necessary signals to accomplish the action that the built-in specifies.

**Built-in Commands:**

- **kill** – terminate the specified job if stopped or running.

- **stop** – bring the specified job into the stopped state where it will remain until it is resumed.

- **bg** – run the specified job in the background.

- **fg** – run the specified job in the foreground and wait for its completion.

- **jobs** – provide a list of all the currently running or stopped jobs that are managed by the shell.
2.4.4 I/O redirection

I/O redirection allows a program to read and write directly to a file instead of to a pipe or the terminal. A user of the shell may use I/O redirection to persist the output of a program on the file system. The task for the students when implementing I/O redirection in the shell is to open the files in the correct mode (read, write, or append) and replace the standard input or output of the process appropriately through use of the `dup2` system call.

2.5 Bugs in API use

This section outlines common bugs we observed that arose from a misunderstanding or misuse of the operating system abstractions and interfaces.

2.5.1 Fork System Call

As previously discussed in Section 2.3.1, the `fork` system call allows the creation of a new process that duplicates the calling process.

A common misunderstanding students have of the duplication between the parent and child process after `fork` is that the parent’s and child’s memories remain aliased, so changes in one are reflected in the other. This misconception can lead to undefined behavior when the student’s code assigns to variables that record child process properties, such as the PID, within the child process and intends for the parent process to be able to view the assigned value. If the parent process reads the value, it will see the previous value at the time that `fork` was called. This value could be undefined and could cause program crashes later on in the execution when the value is eventually used.
2.5.2 Proper Signal Handling

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the shell must handle the SIGCHLD signal to be notified of the child process state changes. To implement this, students will install a signal handler in their code. A signal handler is a function that will be called whenever a signal is received. Signal handlers can be installed for a specific signal.

Signal handlers can be subject to race conditions [41] that occur when the same data is manipulated in the main program and within the signal handler. For example, in the shell project students must modify a global job data structure from within the main program to add a new job after it has been created. In the signal handler, the same data structure must be accessed and updated to record if the state of a job changes. If an element is being added to the structure when a signal is received, the structure may be in an inconsistent state. If the signal is not blocked at the time of manipulating the shared data structure, it could lead to the program crashing or data corruption.

Proper handling of asynchronous events is vital to maintaining the reliability of systems not only in the context of operating system signals but also in event-driven systems (such as mobile applications [24]) and distributed systems (such as software-defined networks [18]). By requiring proper signal handling students learn the mechanics of signals to be applied outside of the shell context.

2.5.3 File Descriptor API

We observed many mistakes students made when using the file descriptor API. One is a file descriptor leak, where a file descriptor that is opened is not closed once it no longer needs to be open. Such leaks take up unneeded resources which could result in running out of resources and thereby being unable to open any new file descriptors.
There are also security risks with leaked file descriptors. A child process (created by cloning with the \textit{fork} system call) could inherit a leaked file descriptor that the child is not supposed to have access to, causing the child to be able to read/write to where they would not usually be allowed [42].

Another common mistake that occurs with file descriptors is a \textit{double close} error. A \textit{double close} error occurs when a file descriptor that has already been closed is closed again. A \textit{double close} is possible because a file descriptor is represented by a small integer that could have been reused to represent a second file after being closed the first time. In this case, the second close causes adverse behavior because access to the second file would be closed unexpectedly.

A shell program makes specific usage of file descriptors to manage piping. Implementing pipes requires writing complex logic to handle file descriptors staying open as long as they are needed while ensuring that they are closed when necessary to avoid a \textit{file descriptor leak}. The pipe file descriptors must be created in the parent process so that both the sending and the receiving process can inherit them and revector them to be their standard output and input, respectively. Since the kernel maintains a reference count for the file descriptors pointing to the pipe, any remaining file descriptors referring to the pipe’s ends must be closed so that the kernel can deallocate the pipe once all of the open file descriptors pointing to the pipe’s ends are closed.

\section*{2.5.4 Reaping Children}

When a process is created with \textit{fork}, the kernel allocates resources to keep track of information about that process. When a process terminates through a call to \textit{exit} it sets a small integer known as an exit status that is communicated to the parent process. The parent pro-
cess can use the `wait` or `waitpid` calls to receive the status of a process when it is terminated to determine how it was terminated as well as the exit status of the process. Once the status of a terminated process is delivered, the kernel resources that are allocated for that process are freed. When the status of the child process is delivered and the resources associated with it are freed the child process is said to be “reaped.” In the context of the shell project, it is the students’ responsibility to write code that ensures that their shell reaps the child processes it starts in response to user commands.

A common problem related to reaping children occurs when the parent process fails to reap its children or delays the reaping of children unnecessarily. The result of this error is that the children and the resources associated with storing the child statuses are retained. Processes that are in the state of waiting to be reaped are referred to as zombies [23]. A significant number of zombie processes can result in performance degradation as well as an inability to create more processes.
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EshMD

This chapter describes the tool EshMD which is the first analysis tool developed for the shell project. This chapter is split into two sections. Section 3.1 describes the static analysis component of EshMD. Section 3.2 describes the dynamic analysis EshMD performs.

The development of EshMD was motivated by the common issues that we had seen in office hours for the shell project. Many of the issues seen required an understanding of the complex interactions of a user program and the operating system. We looked at the set of issues that could be flagged by an automatic tool and developed both static and dynamic components to aid in the students’ debugging processes.

The bugs detected by EshMD fall into two categories: those related to general API misuse and those that match patterns that are specific to the application domain. The API misuse bugs represent violations of the API semantics for both the system call API as well as the API for the list data structure provided to students in the base code. The bug patterns specific to the shell project represent common issues that did not constitute a semantic violation of the API. This includes redundant variable assignments in the child process as well as failing to unblock signals after critical code sections.
3.1 Static Checkers

For the static analysis component of EshMD, we developed checkers that model the program state and look for errors. In addition to the static analysis checks that are built-in to the analyzer, we added checkers that look for errors in both the API misuse and bug pattern categories.

1. **Struct list API misuse**

   These include errors where lists were used before being initialized, attempts to remove an item not in a list, or attempts to removing items from an empty list.

2. **Redundant assignments in the child process**

   This error involves writing to a heap location without a subsequent read before calling `exec` in the child process. Since `exec()` reinitializes a process’s memory and starts a new program, such writes are in effect dead stores whose presence is likely to indicate the fork misconception discussed in Section 2.5.1.

3. **Failing to properly unblock the SIGCHLD signal**

   This error occurs when the shell does not properly unblock the `SIGCHLD` signal when it is waiting for input. This causes the errors discussed in Section 2.5.2.

4. **File descriptor API misuse**

   This class of errors refers to a variety of errors with file descriptor management such as not releasing file descriptors, using unallocated file descriptors, and using file descriptors after they have been released. These cause the program behaviors discussed in Section 2.5.3.
By flagging these errors statically, the tool can point to code paths that suffer from these errors without requiring an execution to trigger it, allowing code paths that are not often executed (for example the signal handler paths) to be flagged and fixed by the student.

### 3.1.1 Using the Clang Static Analyzer

To implement these checks statically, we make use of the Clang static analyzer [10] discussed in Section 2.2.1.

The analyzer uses path-sensitive analysis to consider every path through the program individually. At each node in the abstract syntax tree, the checker modules of the analyzer are responsible for updating the state of symbolic values to model the behavior of the program and detect paths that violate each of the checker’s invariants.

When the static analyzer determines that a path can lead to a state that violates the invariants imposed by the checkers, it can generate a bug report. For each erroneous path, the report shows the exact statements in the code that were traced, along with all of the assumptions that were made on the path such as which branches were taken.

We can see how the static analyzer can reason about code by looking at Figure 3.1. The code shown attempts to open a file and write data to it. If the file does not open successfully, or the data that is passed in is NULL, then the function exits early. Otherwise, the data is written to the file and the file is closed. For brevity, we ignore the checking of some system call return codes.

In this case, we are concerned with two errors, the leaking of a file descriptor and the double closing of a file descriptor.

The graph on the right of Figure 3.1 shows the control flow graph of the logData function.
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```c
// log the given data to the logfile
void logData(char* Data) {
    int logFD = open("logfile", O_WRONLY | O_APPEND);
    if (logFD == -1) return;
    if (!Data) return;
    write(logFD, Data, strlen(Data));
    close(logFD);
    close(logFD);
}
```

Figure 3.1: Example of tracing through code paths during static analysis. This function suffers from a file descriptor leak and a double close error.

The job of the path sensitive checker is to determine if there is a path that ends in a leak or double close. The nodes colored gray are associated with a state where the file descriptor is considered open and the nodes in red are the detected errors.

There exists a path that will result in a return while the file descriptor is still open:
\[
\{(\text{logFD} != -1) \rightarrow (!\text{Data}) \rightarrow \text{return}\}. \]

If a null pointer is passed and the file open operation succeeds the file descriptor will be leaked.

There also exists a path that results in a double close:
\[
\{(\text{logFD} != -1) \rightarrow (!\text{Data} == \text{False}) \rightarrow \text{write} \rightarrow \text{close} \rightarrow \text{close}\}. \]

If the file is successfully opened and the data to be written is not null, the logFD file descriptor will be closed twice.

Once the buggy path is detected the path can be labeled with all of the choices that were
made for conditional expressions and return values. One labeled path will be generated for each error state that is reachable in the path-sensitive analysis. Section 3.1.3 shows the output of our tool for this example.

3.1.2 Implementation

To implement the shell-specific parts of the static analysis, we added checkers into the Clang static analysis tool. Each of these checkers requires a model to be created that captures the effects of statements on the analysis state and reports errors if an invariant is violated.

The checkers in the static analyzer work cooperatively. At each expression along the path a given checker can transition into one or more states. Then, all of the other checkers will be presented with those transitioned to states. For example, a checker that models *fork* would transition into three different states. These states represent the three possibilities of *fork* returning 0, \(-1\), and \(>0\) which represent the child process, an error, and the parent process respectively. All of the other checkers will then be able to use this information on any of the paths that occur after the *fork* system call without having to model the call themselves.

**Struct list API misuse**

Lists must be initialized with the *list_init* function before any of the functions that use the list can be called. Also, none of the functions that remove an item from the list can be called before an item has been added.

The list API use can be modeled by looking at the list functions. Consider a list *L* originally in an uninitialized state. When there is a call to *list_init*(L) the list *L* will move into the initialized state. If any function uses the list in the uninitialized state (such as *list_size* or *list_push_back*) the list *L* will transition into an error state and report a use before initial-
ization error. From the initialized state, L can transition to a non-empty state if any of the functions that insert an element are called (\texttt{list\_insert}, \texttt{list\_push\_back}, and \texttt{list\_push\_front}). If a list removal operation is called when the list is empty, L will transition into an error state and report an attempt to remove an items from an empty list.

**Redundant assignments in the child process**

A common class of mistakes involved writing to variables from within the child process and intending for that information to be communicated to the parent process. As the data segment is not shared between the parent and child process any writes in the child process will not be reflected in the parent.

We detect this error when a write to a variable without a subsequent read occurs. If the data has been written without being read, we can infer that the programmer intended to use that data in the parent process but had a misunderstanding of \texttt{fork}. We can infer this behavior because we know that a child process in the shell project should perform a minimal amount of work before it attempts to \texttt{exec}. If the value is subsequently read, we do not know if the intention was to store the value for reading in the parent, or later on in the child process, so we conservatively treat it as a valid path.

The checker models the \texttt{fork} system call to determine the paths taken by the child process. Along the paths the child process takes, the checker identifies assignments to symbolic values and marks the value as “dirty.” Uses of a symbolic value marks the value as “clean.” When the path reaches an \texttt{exec} call the symbolic values are checked. If there are dirty symbolic values, the error is flagged.
Failing to properly unblock the SIGCHLD signal

The SIGCHLD signal allows a process to know that the state of one of its children has changed. It is necessary for the shell to handle the SIGCHLD signal to have an accurate record of the state of each job it manages. The shell may block the signal to make sure that the proper data structures can be updated before it is notified about a child’s state change, or when it is calling wait. To ensure that it does not keep the children around unnecessarily long after they have terminated, the shell should unblock the signal when it performs long-running tasks (such as waiting for user input).

The checker identifies the calls made by the shell program to block and unblock the SIGCHLD signal. If there is a long-running operation such as an I/O operation that occurs while the signal is blocked, the error is flagged. The path that the program took to arrive at this error state will show where the signal was blocked before the program failed to unblock it.

File descriptor API misuse

The file descriptor API consists of system calls that create file descriptors (pipe, open, creat, dup, dup2), systems call that make use of the file descriptors (read, write, dup2), and the close system call. To model the API we initially assume all file descriptors are in a closed state except for the standard streams 0, 1, and 2. Consider a symbolic value of a file descriptor F in the untracked state. When there is a system call that creates the file descriptor, F will move into the opened state. F will remain in the opened state until a close system call where F will transition to the closed state. Any use or close of F must occur while it is in the opened state.

A simplified state machine that models the file descriptors that are opened is shown in Figure 3.2. The state machine will be advanced as the relevant events are encountered by
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Figure 3.2: Simplified model of the states a file descriptor variable can be in. The nodes colored in orange represent error states.

If a symbolic file descriptor value is overwritten or leaves its scope, the analyzer checks for the presence of a file descriptor leak.

3.1.3 Displaying Results to Students

Figure 3.3: Example static analysis output shown to a student. In this example, a file descriptor leak and a double close error are flagged.
Once a checker has reported a bug, we can trace back the path that was taken and annotate the source code to provide feedback. The analysis output that is reported to the student for the example given in Section 3.1.1 is shown in Figure 3.3. Students can use the static analysis results even if their code was not in a state that could run on all of the tests in the test driver for the shell project.

3.2 Dynamic Checkers

The dynamic analysis components in EshMD allow the tool to reason about and flag errors that occur during a specific execution of the program. They complement the static analysis by incorporating the runtime environment into the error detection, allowing the analysis to consider the actual state changes of processes under the shell’s control along with which signals were received by the shell.

For this project, we execute the student submission on an existing test suite which tests all of the required functionality.

The dynamic analysis checkers that we added detect the following classes of errors:

1. Improper usage of file descriptor API

   This analysis detects the same types of errors as the static analysis, by keeping track of the current set of opened file descriptors we can flag leaks and double closes.

2. Improper process management

   This analysis monitors the state of all of the processes running on the system and can assert that the shell process waits on and sends signals only to valid child processes.

3. Redundant assignments
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This analysis records the store instructions within the child process that result in redundant assignments.

4. Improper usage of list API

This analysis detects the same types of errors as the static analysis by tracking the calls to the list API.

5. Failing to unblock SIGCHLD

This analysis monitors the state of the SIGCHLD signal to ensure the signal is not blocked during long running operations.

To implement these checkers dynamically, we instrument the student executable to record its runtime behavior, which will be described next.

3.2.1 Instrumenting Code

The dynamic analysis relies on compile-time instrumentation, which we implemented as a LLVM compiler pass that operates on each module of code passed to LLVM. The instrumentation is added to the instructions of interest. Two common methods for instrumentation are: replacing the original instructions or placing in additional instructions. Although we could accomplish our analysis with either method, for simplicity, we add our instrumentation as an addition to the existing IR instructions at instrumentation points.

The function calls made by the program serve as instrumentation points. At each instrumentation point, we added a call instruction that triggers a call to a runtime library, passing in the necessary information to permit the detection and flagging of errors as discussed in Section 2.2.2. This runtime library, which is written in C++, is linked with the instrumented executable, avoiding function call overhead.
Since our added instrumentation passes are run before the optimization passes, we ensure that any added instructions are optimized along with the code in which they are embedded. In particular, the use of link time optimization [2] inlines most calls to our runtime library.

To better illustrate the instrumentation performed, we present an example function as it undergoes instrumentation. Figure 3.4 shows the original function in C source code. In this function, the passed in parameters are duplicated over the stdin and stdout file descriptors and closed as they are no longer required to be open.

```c
void duplicate_pipe_fds(int pipe_fds[2]){
    dup2(pipe_fds[0], 0);
    dup2(pipe_fds[1], 1);
    close(pipe_fds[0]);
    close(pipe_fds[1]);
}
```

Figure 3.4: C source code setting up the pipe file descriptors for a child process

The corresponding LLVM IR that is generated for this function is shown in Figure 3.5. The call instructions that correspond to the function calls seen in the C code of Figure 3.4 occur at lines 3, 6, 8, and 10. The other instructions deal with fetching the correct element of the parameter array to pass as parameters to the call instructions.

```llvm
define void @duplicate.pipe_fds(i32* nocapture readonly %pipe_fds) {
  %0 = load i32, i32* %pipe_fds, align 4
  %call = tail call i32 @dup2(i32 %0, i32 0)
  %arrayidx1 = getelementptr inbounds i32, i32* %pipe_fds, i64 1
  %1 = load i32, i32* %arrayidx1, align 4
  %call2 = tail call i32 @dup2(i32 %1, i32 1)
  %2 = load i32, i32* %pipe_fds, align 4
  %call4 = tail call i32 @close(i32 %2)
  %3 = load i32, i32* %arrayidx1, align 4
  %call6 = tail call i32 @close(i32 %3)
  ret void
}
```

Figure 3.5: LLVM IR setting up the pipe file descriptors for a child process
In Figure 3.6 the same LLVM IR code is shown after the instrumentation passes are run. At each of the highlighted lines, is added in a call to our runtime library. The instrumentation pass directly passes the parameters and return values of the functions of interest to the runtime library.

### 3.2.2 Implementation

This section details the specific implementation of the checkers that are responsible for flagging errors dynamically, describing the specific behaviors that are modeled and the errors that are flagged.
Modeling File Descriptors

To trace file descriptor API usage, we instrument every function call that deals with file descriptors (dup2, pipe, close, and open) as well as the functions that create and destroy standard I/O FILE objects (fopen and fclose). We included fclose and fopen when we saw that students sometimes used FILE objects in conjunction with the fileno function to implement I/O redirection, presumably because they were more familiar with these calls than the open system call.

During execution, we maintain a table of the file descriptors that have been opened or closed. Whenever a file descriptor is used, we check against this table to determine if this file descriptor operation is operating on valid file descriptors. We also keep a stack trace of when a file descriptor was opened or closed, which is reported if error conditions are detected later.

Another error that can be detected is leaking opened file descriptors to the child process. One issue this causes is that the child process will continue to use additional resources unknowingly and wastefully. This problem could make itself even worse if the child process called fork to spawn children of its own because those grandchildren would inherit their own copies of the leaked descriptors.

In the shell context, leaking file descriptors can also cause correctness errors. Programs such as cat or wc are designed to read from their stdin stream until there is no more data to be read, i.e. an EOF condition is encountered. If those programs are used at the receiving end of a pipe, the EOF condition is signaled if and only if all file descriptors that refer to the other end of the pipe have been closed. If a file descriptor referring to the write end of a pipe is leaked and thus not closed, this condition will never occur, leading the program to hang or “getting stuck.” This condition can occur both in a child process that is spawned
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by the shell as well as within the shell itself.

In the child process, we can detect this bug by instrumenting the `exec` family of system calls. When `exec` is called, we can check all of the currently opened file descriptors. Any file descriptors that are still open, except for the standard file descriptors which we expect to be open, will be appropriately flagged and reported to the student. In the parent process, we instead instrument the `wait` and `waitpid` calls and flag opened pipe file descriptors when a blocking `wait` is called. We ignore non-blocking waits (i.e., `wait` called with the `W_NOHANG` flag). In a correct implementation, such calls are present in the `SIGCHLD` signal handler. Ignoring such calls prevents false positives when a `SIGCHLD` signal is delivered and processed for a background job after the parent process has already created the pipe, but before it called `fork` to start the child process.

**Tracing process-related events**

The dynamic analysis monitors the PIDs and associated process groups of the processes and process groups created by the shell. This ensures that signals sent by a `kill` system call are not being sent to a process that either no longer exists or to a process that has never been created. New PIDs are learned using the PID values returned from the `fork` call in the parent process whereas a successful return of a `wait` call signals the retirement of a PID whose process was terminated. The shell must set up process groups as part of the job control mechanism to allow for the proper sending of signals to all processes comprising a pipeline. For instance, a built-in command such as `stop` sends the `SIGSTOP` signal to the entire process group, which will be delivered to all individual processes in the group. We can monitor the correct handling of process groups by instrumenting the `setpgid`, `setpgid`, and `kill` calls issued by the shell. A
process group can only be created from either of the \textit{setpgid} or \textit{setpgrp} calls, and is destroyed once all of the processes inside of the group have terminated. Our analyzer flags attempts to send signals to a process group whose identifier that has not been recorded (because the shell failed to issue the necessary calls to create it). Such attempts not only indicate a bug in the student’s shell, but could lead to the unintended delivery of signals to process groups using the identifier in question.

Process groups are also used to manage access to the terminal. Our analyzer detects attempts to give possession of the terminal to a process group that does not exist.

**Identifying redundant assignments**

This dynamic analysis checker monitors every load and store instruction that is made by the child process before \textit{exec}. On store instructions, the address stored is marked as modified, and on a load to the same address, it is marked as clean. When the child process calls \textit{exec}, we can check what addresses, if any, have been marked as modified and report an error.

**Modeling lists**

This dynamic analysis checker monitors the struct list by instrumenting every list API call. This analysis uses the same model for the lists as the static analysis (discussed in Section 3.1.2) to flag the use of an uninitialized list and the removal from an empty list errors.

**Tracing SIGCHLD blocking**

This dynamic analysis checker traces the calls to \textit{sigprocmask} to determine when the SIGCHLD signal is blocked. To flag errors when SIGCHLD is blocked on long running processes, the
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checker traces the blocking \textit{wait} call used to wait for child processes and the \textit{readline} call used to read user input from the terminal.

3.2.3 Displaying Results to Students

Figure 3.7 shows how our tool reports error locations using their associated stack traces. Students are already familiar with stack traces from debugging exceptions in languages such as Java or Python, or from using GDB [19] in their prior coursework.

![Assertion Error: You should not modify a struct \texttt{esh\_command} in the child after a fork as the changes will not be reflected in the parent](image)

![Backtrace:](image)

Figure 3.7: Stack trace shown to students when the dynamic analysis detects an error

Figure 3.7 shows an example of the stack trace shown. Each source location in the stack trace links directly to a highlighted rendering of the student code (seen in Figure 3.8), pointing out the call within the context of the surrounding code.

![Student source code highlighted to indicate the line of interest.](image)
Running the instrumented executable

A supplemental benefit to performing instrumentation at compile time is that the instrumented executable, which contains all analysis code, can subsequently be provided to the students.

Providing the executable allows students to run the analyses on their own test cases or the standard test cases to see the situation where the analyzer reports errors. They can also diagnose less frequently occurring bugs by running the instrumented executable multiple times. We compile the instrumented executable with debugging information to allow the student to use GDB. This can be useful for pre- or postmortem debugging when an error is detected.

3.3 Applying EshMD to Other Projects

While EshMD was developed for the shell project in its current incarnation, its concepts and implementation could be generalized and applied to other projects, which would make the tool applicable to future versions of the shell project and potentially other assignments.

First, some of the checkers in EshMD are already broadly applicable such as those that detect misuse in the file descriptor API, which is not specific to the shell project. Any project that requires the use of file descriptors would benefit with no effort from these checks.

Second, to use EshMD on a new project or application, expected bug patterns or undesired behaviors and their causes must be modeled and embedded into EshMD. This requirement makes EshMD most appropriate to school assignments where the common errors can be observed in the past offerings of that assignment.
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ShellTrace

ShellTrace was developed after applying EshMD to past student submissions, which showed that certain bug patterns were not detected by EshMD. These patterns included missing API calls, unnecessary API calls, and making use of the API in ways that violate the project specification, but do not violate the models EshMD assumes.

Examples of each of these types of errors included:

• Never calling `pipe` when processing a pipeline command.

  The `pipe` call is required to facilitate interprocess communication between the processes of a pipe. When the `pipe` call is missing, the processes will not pass their output through pipes and will instead read from and write to the terminal directly.

• Creating additional, unused pipes.

  Although these errors could manifest as leaked file descriptors, we observed that students sometimes added calls to `close`. As such, the file descriptor API semantics is not violated, but the pipe itself is redundant, wastes systems resources, and indicates confusion on the part of the student.

• Placing all spawned processes into the same process group.

  Proper job management requires that each process be placed into its job’s process group. Some students, however, placed all processes from all jobs into a single process
group. This behavior violates the project specification because stopping a single job via a signal sent to its process group should not stop all jobs the shell controls.

The core idea of ShellTrace is to automatically derive a specification from a trace of relevant call events that is generated by a reference solution, then to determine if the student solution meets that specification. Since there are many orderings of calls that produce the correct result, a simple matching of traces between the reference and student solution is insufficient. Instead, ShellTrace derives all possible orderings of calls that produce the same result as the reference solution. These orderings are represented in the form of a graph, which can be thought of as forming a program specification.

The goals of ShellTrace are the following:

1. Automatically derive a program specification from executing a reference solution.

2. Point out where the student solution deviates from the project specification in significant ways that are likely to affect correctness and/or efficiency.

3. Visualize the behavior of their shell along with where it significantly differs from the reference solution (without displaying the exact sequence of calls made by the reference solution).

4.1 Design

When determining whether two calls that occur in the reference solution’s trace can be reordered or not, ShellTrace considers the resources that are created, accessed, or destroyed by the API to which the call belongs. Examples of such resources include file descriptors and process identifiers. Thus, the specification derived from the reference solution embodies
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the required interactions with operating system resources.

ShellTrace considers a trace of function calls made by the program and models them as resource actions. By modeling the dependency relationships between actions that refer to the same resource, ShellTrace can determine if calls can be reordered while producing identical functionality. The reference and the student implementations can be compared to see if the student implementation satisfies the same dependency relationships as the reference implementation, making their functionality identical.

Table 4.1: Types of Resource Actions in the ShellTrace Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Action</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation(T,I)</td>
<td>A resource with type T and identifier I has been created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use(T,I,[un]ordered)</td>
<td>A resource with type T and identifier I has been used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release(T,I)</td>
<td>A resource with type T and identifier I has been released.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 shows the types of resource actions considered in the ShellTrace model. A type and identifier tuple parameterize each action. Each resource has a separate namespace for its identifiers, allowing us to distinguish between different resources that may share the same identifier, such as file descriptors and process identifiers.

We discuss the resource actions in more detail below.

**Detailed Breakdown of Resource Actions:**

*Creation(T,I)* The *Creation* action corresponds to the creation of a resource, such as a call to `open`. Once the program creates a resource it can be used until it is released. Each call results in a new resource that has an identifier that is separate from the previous resources.

*Use(T,I,[un]ordered)* The *Use* action has an additional parameter `[un]ordered` which can
take the value of ordered or unordered. For both values of /un/ordered, the resource must be created before the Use can occur. A Use action is dependent on the previous actions that make a change to the underlying resource which includes the Creation and ordered Use actions.

**Ordered Use** An ordered Use action represents some modification of the underlying resource, such as advancing a file pointer in a read operation. This modification means that any subsequent action will be dependent on this Use.

**Unordered Use** The unordered Use represents an action that uses the current state of the resource without modification. An unordered Use action will not be dependent on other unordered Use actions. The unordered use will still be dependent on and cause the same dependent relationships as the ordered Use for all other actions.

**Release**(T,I) A Release action represents the consumption of a previously created resource. Subsequent Creation actions may then reuse the same type and identifier combination. Some resources may not have explicit Release actions and instead will be implicitly consumed when the program terminates.

A dependency graph is created from a sequence of these resource actions. This dependency graph will be a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The nodes and edges in this DAG are defined as follows:

**Nodes** The nodes in the graph represent the resource actions that the program performs during an individual execution. All monitored actions generate a node in the graph. The nodes contain the type and identifier parameters based on the call that corresponds to the resource action(s).
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Edges The directed edges in the graph occur from a parent or source node to a child or destination node. An edge is created when the child node is directly dependent on the parent due to a semantic dependency. There exists an edge from node A to node B if the action B represents cannot occur before A while still producing the same functionality.

The graph must be acyclic because there cannot be a circular dependency since that would mean the actions could not have occurred in the original execution. As there are no dependencies between different type-identifier pairs, the graph may be disconnected. For ease of visualization and comparison, we connect the graph by introducing a special start node that does not correspond to a resource action but serves as the immediate parent to all nodes without parents.

![Resource action dependency graph](image)

Figure 4.1: Resource action dependency graph demonstrating ordered Use actions

Figure 4.1 shows an example dependency graph drawn from the following sequence of actions
with type T and identifier I:

1. Creation(T,I)
2. Use(T,I,unordered)
3. Use(T,I,unordered)
4. Use(T,I,ordered)
5. Release(T,I)

The unordered Use actions are dependent on the Creation action and may appear in any order relative to each other in an execution. The ordered Use (colored in orange) must occur after the preceding unordered Use actions. Finally the Release action must occur last.

To model the shell project, we provide the mapping between the system calls and their respective resource actions. By modeling the relevant system calls, we can capture a complete picture of all of the dependent resource actions required for the shell project.

Table 4.2: Calls and events paired with resource actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function call or Event</th>
<th>Resource Action(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>open function call</td>
<td>Creation(file descriptor, return value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipe function call</td>
<td>Creation(file descriptor, parameters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read function call</td>
<td>Use(file descriptor, first parameter, ordered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write function call</td>
<td>Use(file descriptor, first parameter, ordered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dup2 function call</td>
<td>Use(file descriptor, first parameter, unordered), Creation(file descriptor, second parameter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork function call</td>
<td>Use(file descriptor, all values, ordered), Creation(process, return value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitpid function call</td>
<td>Release(process, return value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait function call</td>
<td>Release(process, return value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getpid function call</td>
<td>Creation(process, return value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>killed by signal</td>
<td>Release(all types, all values)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 shows a list of the events and system calls paired with their appropriate resource actions. A system call may correspond to multiple resource actions based on its semantics. The \textit{fork} system call is special because it causes a duplication of resources such as file descriptors into both the parent and child processes. This effectively places a barrier into the trace where calls on either side of the \textit{fork} call cannot be reordered with respect to the \textit{fork} call.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of a dependency graph generated from the following trace of system calls which map to resource actions:

1. $3 = \text{open(...)} \rightarrow \text{Creation (file descriptor, 3)}$
2. $\text{dup2}(3, 5) \rightarrow \text{Use (file descriptor, 3, unordered), Creation (file descriptor, 5)}$
3. $\text{dup2}(3, 6) \rightarrow \text{Use (file descriptor, 3, unordered), Creation (file descriptor, 6)}$
4. $\text{read}(6, ...) \rightarrow \text{Use (file descriptor, 6, ordered)}$
5. $\text{close}(3) \rightarrow \text{Release (file descriptor, 3)}$

The \textit{dup2} calls are dependent on the \textit{open} call as \textit{open} creates the file descriptor 3. The \textit{close} call must happen after the \textit{dup2} calls, or the \textit{dup2} would return an error and not create a new file descriptor. The \textit{read} call can happen at any point after \textit{dup2}(3, 6), this could be before or after both \textit{dup2}(3, 5) and \textit{close}(3).

4.1.1 Reporting Bugs in an Implementation

For ShellTrace, one goal was to model the student program’s execution so that the student could identify calls where their program’s execution differed from the project specification.
To facilitate this, ShellTrace creates the graphs of dependent resource actions from the model described in Section 4.1 for both the student submission and the reference solution. We compare the generated graphs of the two program executions and determine if they possess different dependent relationships. These differences typically will be the presence of a node or collection of nodes in one of the graphs but not the other. Because ShellTrace models all required functions, a difference in the dependency relationships is evidence of a difference in their observable functionality.

When the student solution has an additional node in the graph, the call that generated that resource action is unnecessary. When the student solution is missing a node the solution is not correctly using operating system resources to implement the shell functionality.

We alert students to the differences between their implementation and the reference solution by highlighting unnecessary nodes or placing the next necessary (but missing) node at the appropriate point in their graph. The student can see why the flagged node is necessary or
unnecessary by looking at the surrounding dependencies.

4.2 Implementation

This section defines the implementation details of ShellTrace, with a particular focus on how its techniques could be reused if the tool were applied in other projects. We discuss the implementation of our graph comparison algorithm in Section 4.2.1 and the specifics of configuring the mapping of specific program events to resource actions for the ShellTrace model in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Comparing ShellTrace Graphs

To compare the resource dependency graphs generated by the reference solution and the student’s solution, we identify the nodes that are present in one graph but not the other. Additionally, we identify the minimum difference between the two graphs which we define as the minimum number of node additions and deletions that must be made to one of the graphs to make the two graphs isomorphic.

Although determining whether two graphs are isomorphic is not known to be solvable in polynomial time for general graphs [4], we can take advantage of the nature of our specific problem to make the comparison feasible.

As described previously, the graph created by ShellTrace is directed, acyclic, and connected. Also, a ShellTrace graph has a single starting node that must occur before any actions. Using these properties, our algorithm begins at the starting node of each graph and finds the matching of child nodes that results in the minimum number of required changes between the graphs.
Suppose we want to find the minimum difference between two ShellTrace graphs. The minimum difference between the graphs is equal to the minimum difference between the start nodes in the graphs. The minimum difference between two nodes is defined as the sum of the difference between the nodes and the minimum difference between all possible child node assignments. A child node assignment is a matching between the child nodes of a node in one graph to a node in the other graph and empty nodes such that each child node is matched with one other child node or an empty node. The difference between two nodes of the same resource action is zero, the difference between a node and an empty node is one, and the difference between two nodes of different resource actions is two.

For two graphs $G$ and $G'$ of size $n$ and $m$, $n \geq m$, the algorithm will consider the node pairs between all nodes that are at the same distance from their respective start nodes. $D(i, g)$ represents the number of nodes at distance $i$ from the start node in graph $g$.

The total number of pairings $p$ to consider is $p = \sum_{i=0}^{n} D(i, G) \ast D(i, G')$.

For each of the $p$ pairings, computing the minimum difference between the two nodes requires computing the assignments of all of the child nodes. Let $C(x)$ represent the number of children of node $x$. The nodes $y$ and $z$ in the pairing, $C(y) \geq C(z)$, will have no more than $a = C(y)! \ast 2^{C(y)}$ child assignments. Each of the child node matchings in one of the $C(y)!$ assignments can either be present (the child nodes are matched with each other) or not present (both child nodes in the matching are matched with empty nodes), resulting in $2^{C(y)}$ choices for a given assignment.

The total number of pairs is upper-bounded by the total number of nodes in the graph $n \ast m$. The number of child assignments is bounded by the maximum number of child nodes $A$. This makes the overall time complexity $O(n \ast m \ast 2^A \ast A!)$.

In practice, on the shell project, the maximum number of children for any node was three.
The nature of many of the modeled APIs produces few children for an individual node because an ordered *Use* and a *Release* will restrict themselves to be the only child for that given resource type. This results in no more than \( A = 3! \times 2^3 = 48 \) possible assignments for each pair of nodes. By considering the amount of child assignments between nodes constant, the complexity becomes \( O(n \times m) \).

### 4.2.2 Configuring ShellTrace

ShellTrace is implemented similarly to the dynamic checkers in the EshMD tool, which are described in Section 3.2.2. ShellTrace consists of a LLVM pass that instruments the relevant points in the submission with calls to a dynamic library which provides functions to handle each resource action. As a given call such as *dup2* could correspond to multiple different actions (an unordered *Use* for the first parameter and a *Creation* for the second parameter) the library must be able to merge these actions into the same node. At instrumentation time, the call that generated the instrumentation is recorded so that the runtime library can merge resource actions generated by the same call into the same node.

Unlike EshMD, where the instrumentation is tailored directly to the bugs detected, ShellTrace has configurable instrumentation points. Our initial prototype implementation considers the resource actions listed in Table 4.2. These are provided as a configuration file to ShellTrace; other call to action mappings could be added without needing to change the dynamic runtime library. The configuration file is read by a LLVM pass before it begins to instrument the submission.

An example configuration file that demonstrates relevant excerpts is shown in Figure 4.3. This configuration file defines the signals of interest to be **SIGINT** and **SIGTERM** and provides objects describing the mappings for 2 file descriptor related system calls, along with
descriptions of the semantics of their positional arguments and return values. Each object in the `functions` field has an optional `args` (arguments) property and a `returns` property which correspond to the resource actions that the arguments and return value generate, respectively. Each of these objects has an `action` property that contains the name of the runtime library function that will be called by the instrumentation logic. The `Use` action requires an additional `ordered` field that flags it as being ordered or unordered.

Since ShellTrace reads this configuration file at instrumentation time, the code must be re-instrumented after a configuration change if a different set of actions is to be modeled.
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```json
{
  "functions": [
    {
      "name": "open",
      "returns": {
        "type": "fd",
        "action": "creation"
      }
    },
    {
      "name": "dup2",
      "args": [
        {
          "type": "fd",
          "action": "use",
          "ordered": false
        },
        {
          "type": "fd",
          "action": "creation"
        }
      ]
    }
  ],
  "signals": [
    "SIGINT",
    "SIGTERM"
  ]
}
```

Figure 4.3: Example ShellTrace Configuration
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Evaluation

We deployed the analysis tools EshMD and ShellTrace in the undergraduate computer systems course at Virginia Tech (CS 3214) for the Spring 2018 semester. The submissions made to the analysis tools were all recorded anonymously. A post-survey was released to the students after project completion. The data was collected with approval from the Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board under research protocol IRB#17-032.

Figure 5.1: Student survey responses on analysis tool use

For this study, we had 85 students submit their code to the analysis system. For the survey, we had 56 responses where 34 students indicated that they had made use of the analysis tools. There were 182 students that submitted the project for grading, giving a 31% response rate. Figure 5.1 shows the responses to the survey question asking which tools the students
used. Since each a submission was run against both of the analysis tools and the results of both tools were indicated with links on the students' personal submission page, it was easy for students use both analysis tools if they desired. From the responses, we can see that a plurality of respondents actively used both EshMD and ShellTrace rather than a single tool.

![Distribution of the number of submissions by each unique student](image)

Figure 5.2: Number of submissions by each student to the analysis tools

Of the students that submitted to the tools, we had an average of 7 submissions per student with a median of 4 submissions and a maximum of 58 submissions. The distribution of the frequency with which students submitted to the tool is shown in Figure 5.2. While the majority of the students made very few submissions, there were a few students who made extensive use of the tools by submitting many iterations of their solution.

In the survey, students were asked to provide their reasoning for why they did not make use of the tool. The following are representative quotations of the feedback received:
• “My partner and I made the mistake of not being thorough in our reading of the project spec. We were simply not aware of these programs’ existence.”

• “I didn’t get around to it. My code worked and it passed the suite of tests I was given.”

• “I felt confident debugging with other tools.”

In the future deployments of the tools, we can reiterate their existence periodically in both class lectures as well as the project specification as students work on the project. Further improvements to the tool explanations and usability could encourage more students to understand and make use of them.

In Section 5.1 we evaluate EshMD and in Section 5.2 we evaluate ShellTrace.

5.1 EshMD

5.1.1 Errors Detected by EshMD

As this project was originally inspired by anecdotal evidence of common bugs observed when helping students with the project, we assessed how often each type of bug appeared in actual student code. We assessed this in two ways: by looking at all of the errors that the dynamic analysis of EshMD detected across student submissions and by surveying the students to determine what errors they thought were flagged by the tools.

The error types we identified for EshMD are below.

EshMD detected error types:
- **file descriptor** These errors deal with the improper management of file descriptors including the leaking of file descriptors and the use of closed file descriptors. These errors involve both file descriptors opened for I/O redirection and file descriptors opened by pipes. The most common errors within this class were leaving file descriptors of pipes open within the child process and attempting to use a pipe that had already been closed.

- **pgid** These errors deal with the improper management of process groups. When the shell starts a pipeline of commands, all of the commands must be placed into the same process group. The most common error concerning process groups was not setting the process group before attempting to perform an action on that group such as giving that process group the terminal or sending a signal to that process group.

- **child assignment** These errors deal with redundant assignments to variables in the child process before `exec`, as discussed in Section 2.5.1.

- **list** These errors involve any misuse of the provided list API functions including not initializing lists as well as incorrect iteration and modification of lists. While this error was anecdotally seen a significant number of times in both office hours and questions on the class forum board, there were very few implementations submitted that suffered from this issue. We believe this is due to the assertion checks within the list code which would trigger an error for the students before they submit their code for analysis.

- **signal blocking** These errors are due to students failing to unblock the `SIGCHLD` signal once the critical section is completed which could result in “zombie” processes, as discussed in Section 2.5.4.

During dynamic analysis, the student submission was run against the provided test suite. The test suite is divided into two categories: tests that focus on proper job control and tests
that require piping and I/O redirection to be implemented. Each EshMD dynamic analysis checker focused on one error type and each submission was run individually to determine if any of the test cases run suffered from that type of error. An individual submission could contain errors from multiple error types. Multiple errors of the same type that were detected in the same test suite category are counted as a singular occurrence.

![Image: Error breakdown by test suite category in EshMD](image)

Figure 5.3: Error breakdown by test suite category in EshMD

Figure 5.3 shows the breakdown of the error types by the test suite category. The **file descriptor** errors occur mainly in the piping tests as these tests require logic that deals with many file descriptors. The **pgid** errors occurred equally across test categories as both require that jobs are properly placed into their respective process groups. The **child assignment** errors appeared equally across the test categories because the errors flagged would be on the common case path of executing a job. The **list** errors occurred infrequently and only in the job control tests where students would attempt to add to lists that were not initialized. The
signal blocking errors also occurred infrequently as students were shown how to correctly block SIGCHLD in a help session for the project.

As part of the post-survey, students were asked to identify bugs that the EshMD tool flagged in their submissions. This question was used to evaluate the student perception of the tool and how that matched up with the actual bugs found in student submissions. Students were asked to identify errors that EshMD found in their submissions and the errors reported by the students were mapped into the appropriate EshMD error types. Figure 5.4 shows the student survey responses.

From Figure 5.4 we can see that the errors students reported most were those that fell into the file descriptor type which reinforces our anecdotal evidence of file descriptor API misuse contributing to student bugs. The list error type was also encountered by a large set of students but was not repeated in subsequent submissions, so the students must have fixed the error after it had been encountered the first time. The pgid and child assignment types had almost no student reports. This result may be because if errors of this type were present in a submission, they would be flagged in every test, making it likely that students fixed the bug early and then did not remember it.

### 5.1.2 Effectiveness of EshMD

Students were also asked to evaluate the usefulness of EshMD. The survey results for the evaluation of EshMD is shown in Figure 5.5. These results indicate that not only did EshMD find bugs in the student submissions but that our goal of helping students discover and fix these bugs was realized.
5.2 ShellTrace

5.2.1 Errors Detected by ShellTrace

Like EshMD, ShellTrace was designed to help students diagnose errors in their implementations. The error types for ShellTrace reflect the errors that were displayed to the students as feedback. If the student solution created a different number of processes than the reference solution the tool reported the difference to the student. If the number of processes matched, ShellTrace compared the generated graphs and reported the unnecessary or missing system calls.

The error types for ShellTrace are as follows:
Figure 5.5: Survey results for “Did you find EshMD helpful in detecting errors?”

ShellTrace error types:

- **Fork Mismatch** This error type includes all errors where the student solution did not call `fork` the same number of times as the reference solution.

- **Missing Call** This error type includes all errors where the student solution did not perform all calls of the reference solution required for correct execution.

- **Unnecessary Call** This error type includes all errors that involve a student solution performing unnecessary or erroneous calls that are not present in the reference solution.

Figure 5.6 shows how many bugs of each type were detected in student submissions. The submissions were run on all of the shell test cases. The reported error is the first error for a given test that is encountered. The first error encountered was the error that was given as feedback to the students.

Figure 5.6 shows that the largest error type for ShellTrace was due to the mismatch in the number of fork system calls between the reference solution and the submission. Nearly all of these (> 90%) were due to the student submission calling `fork` less than the reference solution. This result is due to the submission crashing due to a segmentation fault or exiting
due to an assertion failure. This result was unexpected as we had made design choices for the tool that assumed the student submission would run to completion. Traditional debugging tools such as GDB [19] would serve a better purpose in debugging crashes due to memory access or assertion errors than ShellTrace.

The next largest type of errors was Unnecessary Call. Figure 5.7 shows a further breakdown of the unnecessary calls in the student solutions. We see there are some file descriptor related calls such as `pipe`, `open`, `close`, and `dup2` which occur when the student solution opens up more file descriptors than needed or calls `close` more than necessary. Based on our experience, we expected file descriptor related calls to be the majority of errors.

We did not expect a large number of unnecessary calls to `getpid` from this error type. When we sampled the submissions, we found that these calls corresponded to a subset of the

Figure 5.6: Errors detected by error type in ShellTrace
EshMD child assignment error type. That error class deals with redundant writes in the child process. The exact error is trying to assign the *pid* of the process being executed to a field in the *esh_command* struct when the child process is about to call *exec* shown in Figure 5.8a. The assignment will not be present in the parent shell which makes use the value. The correct behavior would be to assign it in the parent shown in Figure 5.8b which does not require a call to *getpid*. While ShellTrace does identify this error, it displays the error as an unnecessary call to *getpid* instead of the actual cause — an assignment with no effect in the child process.

For the Missing Call error type, we saw expected results. The breakdown of the missing calls is shown in Figure 5.9. The missing *close* calls caused the shell to leak file descriptors in either the child or parent process. The missing *waitpid* calls caused the shell to either create zombie processes or to not wait for the execution of a foreground job. The missing *setpgid*
calls caused the process groups not to be set up correctly, which would also be flagged by the EshMD tool. The missing open calls resulted from the student’s improper implementation of I/O redirection where the file to redirect must be opened. The missing pipe calls occurred in solutions that did not call pipe the appropriate number of times due to either not supporting piping or having an off by one in the piping logic. The missing exec calls resulted from a crash in between the fork and exec of the child.

Students were asked in the post-survey to identify the errors that ShellTrace flagged in their submissions. The errors identified were manually categorized into the ShellTrace error types. Figure 5.10 shows the resulting distribution. We see that most students found that the tools reported they were performing unnecessary actions such as an additional getpid call.

### 5.2.2 Effectiveness of ShellTrace

ShellTrace had less positive feedback than EshMD in the student survey. Figure 5.11 shows the student responses about the perceived effectiveness of ShellTrace.

The main feedback that students gave was that the output was hard to understand and that there were other bugs present in their solution that they wished the tool had flagged first.
Looking at the bugs that were reported by ShellTrace as well as the feedback students gave, it appears that ShellTrace is most effective when the program crashes (which are flagged as fork mismatch) have been fixed.

ShellTrace could be used with an existing functional implementation to identify extraneous calls that cause waste. In the first reference implementation that we prototyped for the shell project, we were able to identify an unnecessary pipe call and corresponding close calls by looking at the resulting graph. While this pipe call did not affect the correctness of the shell with respect to the tests, it would be wasteful in terms of the resource use (having more file descriptors open at a given time) and computation time (having to allocate a buffer for the pipe that is never used). A subsequent evaluation should look at how ShellTrace is useful to experts who want to evaluate if their project behaves as intended.
In our evaluation of the analysis tools EshMD and ShellTrace, we found many bugs in student solutions. The EshMD tool, in particular, was able to point directly at the root cause of student errors. A significant number of students also made a second submission to the analysis tools, showing that they were actively using the tools to help understand why their code was failing the provided tests. We saw that over 50% of the survey responses found both tools useful.

We also saw improvements that can be made to our tools, including the need for better error messages that are more tailored to the project requirements. While a tool like ShellTrace can be used to reason about the overall execution of a program, using the targeted checkers of EshMD is important to point first to specific errors that may cause confusing output in
5.3. Summary

Figure 5.11: Survey results for “Did you find ShellTrace helpful in detecting errors?”

ShellTrace.
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Related Work

6.1 Analysis Tools

This section details a variety of analysis tools and techniques. We highlight how they are similar to this work and how our work differs.

6.1.1 Dataflow Analysis

For our static analysis, we chose to use the Clang Static Analyzer [10] which performs symbolic execution. Symbolic execution is not the only method for static analysis. Dataflow analysis [27] computes properties of the program using its control flow graph. Unlike symbolic execution, dataflow analysis does not explore every possible program state, but rather computes conservative approximations of program properties which can be computed efficiently. For instance, dataflow analysis is used by compilers to determine the reachability of variables and blocks of code. A version of dataflow analysis is used by the security community in the form of taint analysis [35] that determines which statements can be influenced by potentially tainted user input. This analysis allows users to identify sections of their code that are potentially exploitable.
6.1.2 Aspect-Oriented Programming

Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that separates out cross-cutting concerns (such as logging) from the specific points in code they are implemented [26]. AOP defines cut points which allow the specification of hooks into the code. When the hooks are reached, instrumentation code is added to address the cross-cutting concern. The most used Aspect Oriented Programming implementation is AspectJ [40] for the Java language, although there exist aspect oriented implementations for other languages such as AspectC [12] for the C language. The implementation of our two analysis tools involves instrumentation points that are similar to the AOP cut points, where we specify a point in code such as write instructions, function invocations, and function returns.

6.1.3 Binary Instrumentation

While our tools operate at the source level and the intermediate compiler representation, there are also tools that work on the binary level, performing dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI). DBI adds in analysis code to the program under analysis at runtime. This is typically performed by using a process known as dynamic binary re-compilation where the executable’s instructions are loaded by the instrumentation tool, recompiled with instrumentation code, then run. By operating at the binary level, these tools can operate on any arbitrary executable even when the source code is not available. There are several widely used DBI frameworks which allow developers to write custom analysis tools including Valgrind [34], Pin [32], and DynamicRio [8].

For our analysis, chose to use LLVM because the student submissions contain the C source code. The use of LLVM also reduces the slowdown of the program at runtime relative to DBI as the instrumentation can be performed at compile time before optimizations are applied.
instead of requiring the code to be instrumented at runtime.

LLVM has been used as a basis for tools used in industry. The Address Sanitizer [36] detects misuses of memory address spaces such as writing off the end of an allocated array. The Thread Sanitizer [37] finds data races in a program.

6.2 Computer Science Education

This section highlights previous work in the area of computer science education regarding tools that aid in student learning.

6.2.1 Automated Feedback

Automated feedback has been studied in a variety of contexts related to computer science education. Web-CAT provides feedback on the test coverage attained by the test cases students write themselves to encourage students to write their own test cases [16]. Halderman et al. take a set of tests, error categories, and debugging hints to provide feedback to students [22]. They use machine learning to classify errors into categories and give the students the proper hint for that category as feedback. Our tools directly flag the errors and provide hints about the root causes.

Static analysis has also been used to judge the code quality of student programs as well as identify the structure of the solution and compare it to the instructor’s intended solution [43]. Our tools look at the functionality of the submissions for comparison, rather than the quality of code.
6.2.2 Enhancing Error Messages

Both EshMD and ShellTrace embed domain-specific knowledge about the nature of bugs in the shell project to provide error messages that point to the root cause of the bug. Related work has been done to provide better error messages by enhancing the error messages a compiler provides and evaluating the effectiveness of these enhanced error messages on novice programmers. Denny et al. found that the enhanced compiler error messages did not have a significant effect on the novice student’s debugging process [14]. However, Becker found that enhanced compiler error messages reduced the overall error rate in novice programmers [5].

6.2.3 Visualization Tools

Visualization tools have been developed to aid in student understanding from the first programming class a student will take to advanced operating systems classes. There are many tools that visualize C programs by including the current state of the stack and heap at a given line in the program execution [17, 21, 25, 39]. ShellTrace does not target the novice programmer and instead looks to abstract away the details of the implementation and visualize the calls of interest that the implementation performs.

Giraldeau et al. visualize the time user programs spend in system calls and executing on the CPU [20]. They used this to teach operating systems concepts such as scheduling by having students write user programs and reflect on the observed execution.
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Future Work

Our evaluation showed that ShellTrace and EshMD were useful to students. However, there is work to be done to improve them which includes:

1. *Improving the explanation given for ShellTrace errors.* While ShellTrace was able to detect errors in the student submissions, many students did not understand what missing a call or having an extra call in the generated graph meant for their solution or how to interpret the graph. ShellTrace could be improved by pointing the nodes back to the places in the source code that generated them and providing the mapping between the trace that ShellTrace observed and the nodes in the graph.

2. *Expanding the extensible shell project test suite.* Our initial study showed that file descriptor related bugs were present in a large portion of student submissions to EshMD. We could add specific tests to the project test suite that directly flag these errors. These tests could consist of executing special programs that check the file descriptors they have open when they are executed and flag when there are too many or too few file descriptors open.

3. *Running further experiments on the educational value of the tools.* The current evaluation showed that students viewed the tools useful and the tools were able to detect bugs. However, the evaluation lacked a study to determine if student understanding of OS concepts improved with use of the tools. A future study should incorporate an
assessment whether students’ understanding increases through the use of our tools.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

An operating systems course is essential to many undergraduate computer science curricula. To give a better understanding of OS concepts students are asked to implement projects that make use of OS abstractions. Implementing projects provides both practical and theoretical knowledge about the concepts as well as how they can be used to build software. Students must possess a deep understanding of the abstractions to implement the programming projects successfully. Misunderstanding about the abstractions provided lead to implementation errors.

In our work, we developed analysis tools to address common bugs that students made in their implementation of the shell project. We created EshMD, which uses both dynamic and static analysis to flag issues with the use of the OS system calls. We also created ShellTrace which derives the project specification from the calls in a reference solution to identify divergent behavior in the student solution. These tools could be extended to other projects that make use of OS abstractions. Finally, we evaluated the usefulness of the tools as perceived by students and number of bugs detected in submissions during a pilot study. The feedback was positive, showing that these tools can be useful in helping students identify and understand the bugs that they make in their implementations.
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